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Arguably the greatest business book to appear in the last quarter century is Jim Collins’ Good to 
Great, Why Some Companies Make the Leap . . . and Others Don’t.  In preparation for the book, the 
author and his research team identified and examined 11 publicly traded companies that 
significantly outperformed their competitors for a period of 15 or more years to find out what made 
them so successful.  The findings were sometimes surprising, often at odds with conventional 
wisdom, but definitive in that they were based on empirical evidence, not business theory.

One of the findings is that all Good to Great companies had a culture of discipline.  Quoting from the 
book:

“Much of the answer to the question of ‘good to great’ lies in the discipline 
to do whatever it takes to become the best within carefully selected arenas 
and then seek continual improvement in these.  It’s really just that simple.”

“A culture of discipline is not just about action.  It is about getting disciplined
people who engage in disciplined thought and who then take disciplined action.”

Most of us recognize that our business is not rocket science.  The basics of what we do are well-
known to any food service professional.  What makes our jobs so challenging is the sheer volume of 
things that must be attended to daily in a detail- and people-intensive business.  

Unless a club operation is well-organized and its managers highly disciplined, it operates in a state of 
barely-controlled chaos interspersed with periods of downtime.  The challenge for all is to transition 
quickly from storm to calm back to storm while remaining focused on long term goals, ongoing 
projects, and continual process improvement.  The solution is to organize the operation so that 
most things happen routinely and that managers at all levels be highly disciplined in approaching 
their duties and efforts to improve the operation.

Discussion Points:  What exactly does it mean to be disciplined?  Let us define discipline as
“an approach to work characterized by regimen, rigor, and training in accordance with 
generally accepted rules or best practices.”  List and discuss some management disciplines 
that are useful in a food service operation.

Take Away:  The complexity and pace of food service operations require that managers be 
highly disciplined in their personal, professional, and work habits.Te
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4. Benchmarking of key data to include:
 Food and beverage sales.  Average check and counts of entrees sold, as well as appetizers, 

deserts, specialty dinner drinks, wines by the glass, bottles of wine, espressos and cappuccinos, 
and any other items that represent suggested “upsells” to the basic meal.  This information serves 
as a baseline and incentive for training staff to suggest.  It also permits tracking progress in any 
efforts to improve the average check. 

 Labor hours and cost.  As the single largest expense in food service operations, payroll must bear 
the closest scrutiny.  Disciplined action on this information will reduce pay costs and help in 
forecasting costs in future periods.

 Monthly menu sales mix.  Analysis of menu selections help to better understand member 
preferences, assists in designing new menus, and helps to understand the impact of member 
selections on food costs; for instance, how a high volume of low margin sales can increase cost of 
goods sold.

 Inventory numbers and cost of goods sold.  Comparison month to month in a spreadsheet will 
help you spot adverse trends or problems.

5. Consistent food production.  Members expect offerings to taste the same regardless of who in the 
kitchen has the night off, and profitability depends on consistent production techniques.  There are 
three basic disciplines to ensure this happens:
 Standardized Recipes.  Not only must there be standardized recipes, but all staff – sous chefs, line 

cooks, prep staff – must be thoroughly trained to follow those recipes.  Further, the chef must 
repeatedly check to ensure that the recipes are being followed.  What gets checked gets done!

 Portion Control.  A correct measure of portions is the key cost control requirement.  Unmeasured 
portions, particularly of costly food items such as meats and seafood, can quickly erase the 
margins of any menu item.  Again, training and vigilance are key requirements to ensure correct 
portion control.

 Consistent Plate Presentation.  Without training and ongoing supervision of how items are plated, 
cooks “freelance” as they go.  Given that quality food is a visual treat as well as temptations to 
taste and aroma, pleasing plate presentations are an important part of the overall dining 
experience.  As an added reminder and visual cue, the chef can use a digital camera to photograph 
and color print each menu item’s desired presentation.  Prominently posted on the walls of the 
kitchen, these serve as a constant reminder of how each item should look.

6. Professionalism – both front and back of house.  Slipshod operations are the result of a lack of 
standards.  Without standards no one is held accountable and details are not attended to.  A food 
service operation without professionalism is a free-for-all.  These are basic requirements:
 Proper staff attire and personal hygiene.
 Focus on organization, cleanliness, and sanitation.  Everyone “cleans as they go.”
 Clean, presentable menus at all times.
 Pre-shift meetings with front of house staff and kitchen representative every shift.Te
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Expectations for Food Service Managers – 2 

Take Away:  Food service managers are expected to know and execute the basics of their 
business in a highly disciplined way.



There are certain basic service issues common to most clubs.

 Know your Club.  Every dining room has good seats and bad seats.  The good seats are near 
the fireplace in winter, overlooking the verandah in summer, or a booth for quiet, intimate 
dining.  Conversely, there are bad tables under air conditioning vents, near pantry and 
exterior doors, or in the moment, near a large party of young children.  You should be aware 
of the good, the bad, and the ugly of the club and seat members according to the best 
available seating.

 Know Member Names.  Members want to be recognized and acknowledged at their club.  
Such personalized service is one of the reasons they join.  Strive to learn names and at every 
opportunity address members as Mr., Mrs., Ms., Doctor, General, etc., as appropriate.

 Know Member Habits.  Employees should make every effort to learn the habits of members, 
particularly those who use the club frequently.  Whether it's Dr. Jones liking his martinis dry 
and straight up, or Mrs. Smith's inability to tolerate dairy products or Mr. Martin always 
having a Courvoisier after his meal, these tidbits of information, when followed up on by 
employees, provide a higher level of service and a personal touch that is always appreciated.

 Reinforce Club Value.  It is through the daily casual conversation with members that 
employees build value. Most members pay dues monthly or quarterly, so the club must 
reinforce to them that their money is well spent.  Talk about the upcoming club activities 
and events, tell them about exciting new offerings in the dining room, talk about items of 
interest that will help them see the benefits of being a member at their club.

 Maintain Club Appeal.  One way to ensure that the club is appealing to members is to 
pretend you are the member.  Each time you arrive at work, view the club and its facilities as 
if you were a new member or were entertaining guests.  Look from top to bottom and see if 
anything is out of place, dirty, or in need of repair.  Then take action to report or fix it.

 Establish WOW Factors.  Recognize that what excites and astounds today will be old news 
tomorrow.  For the club and its employees to continually provide the unexpected service 
touches that wow members, you must challenge yourselves to brainstorm and plan for ways 
to continually impress.  You should never leave good impressions to chance.

Take Away:  Employees should be aware of all the service issues associated with their club.

Discussion Points:  Discuss the above service issues most relevant to your operation.  How 
can ignoring them create difficulties for both the employee and the club as a whole?  In 
discussing each topic, find appropriate ways to meet each requirement.  By sharing success 
stories and failures with each other, employees gain a better understanding of how to 
handle any and all situations.Te
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Take Away:  Food service challenges are unpredictable.

Discussion Points:  Individually, each challenge is easily manageable, but many challenges 
can happen simultaneously, requiring organization and discipline to handle.  Pose a scenario 
which would significantly challenge your operation and then brainstorm “game plans.”

Food Service Offers Many Choices. While clubs establish set menus and offer set accompaniments to 
their menu, diners still have a wide array of choices.  Examples of choices include:  domestic and 
imported beers and wines; wines from California or Australia, red and white wines; sparkling wines, 
dessert wines, fortified wines; choices of salad dressing; regular or decaffeinated coffee; various teas, 
bottled water, brand name sparkling water; choice of vegetables, choice of starch, a variety of 
condiments; and on and on.  Many clubs will cook items to order for members under certain 
circumstances.  Each choice adds complexity to purchasing, storing, preparing, pricing, and serving.

Customers have Different Expectations.  Just as every customer has his or her own sense of taste; many 
customers have a different set of expectations from the dining establishment.  Some want a quiet and 
relaxing meal in an unhurried setting, others want to eat quickly to get on to something else, some want 
to feed the family as inexpensively as possible, others want a particular menu item, others want seafood, 
or fresh salads,  steaks, special meal deals, or low fat or low carb meals.  While many eating 
establishments try to limit the customers’ expectations by appealing to a limited niche of the market, 
clubs don’t have that luxury.  They are expected to be all things to all members. 

Volatile Business Levels – by the minute, hour, day, week, and season.  The à la carte portion of a food 
and beverage operation is highly volatile.  Despite the best efforts of management to forecast levels of 
business based upon experience, the number of meals served on any given day and at any meal period 
can fluctuate widely.  This volatility makes it difficult to order and prepare appropriate levels of food and 
beverage stock and creates an ongoing challenge for scheduling staff.

Within the same meal period, business levels can vary from moment to moment.  Sudden rushes of 
diners arriving at the same time can significantly impact the smooth flow of food preparation and 
service.  A large party arriving unannounced, or earlier or later than its scheduled reservation, can also 
impact the operation.  Food service operations frequently get “slammed.”  Fortunately, food service 
employees seem to have an “overdrive” they can kick into when necessary.  The constant flux in 
business levels and the resultant challenges creates an environment that often borders on controlled 
chaos.  All these factors contribute to high stress levels in a busy food service operation.  Those 
employees who thrive in this environment are often “adrenaline junkies” – people who enjoy the stress 
and flux of a rapidly changing environment.

Business Levels Impacted by External Influences.  Business levels in a food and beverage operation are 
often influenced by external factors.  The decision of a member to dine is often made in conjunction 
with other activities such as conducting business, shopping, recreating, entertaining, or socializing.   
Planning special occasions and events, unexpected visitors and house guests, spur of the moment 
decisions to forego preparing a meal, and, of course, weather – all influence an unplanned stop at the 
club.  While a well-run food service operation will attempt to forecast business levels based upon 
experience and a known calendar of events, the level of business for any given meal period is subject to 
a variety of factors outside the control of management.
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Selling with Knowledge and Enthusiasm
Some years ago my boss and I were on a trip to Nevada to visit our newest club.  During the 
visit, we had an opportunity to eat at a cozy Italian restaurant by the name of Luciano’s.  
While the food was great, it was the service that blew me away.  Let me tell you why.

After we were greeted and seated, our waiter, a middle-aged man, approached the table.  
He immediately sensed our good mood and engaged us in pleasant and humorous banter.  
While presenting the menu, he described the daily specials in a graphic and mouth-
watering way with excellent Italian pronunciation and ended by saying we should try the 
mussels as they just came in fresh that afternoon.  Of course we bit and ordered a couple of 
dozen steamed in wine, garlic, and butter.  After taking our dinner order, he suggested a 
wonderful Chianti that was the perfect complement to the meal.  

As I observed our waiter, he moved from table to table with a wonderful ease, engaging the 
patrons in conversation, suggesting appetizers, entrees, and wines.  He seemed to wait on 
every table and was supported by a crew of young assistants.  He was so good at what he 
did and seemed to know so much about the restaurant’s offerings that I assumed he must 
be the owner.  Certainly, he took a proprietary interest in every table, and his many 
tempting suggestions probably boosted every check by 30-40% – what better way for an 
owner to ensure his restaurant’s success!

After dinner, he again worked his magic by suggesting and describing the fresh, made-from-
scratch Cannoli.  His coup de grâce was to suggest Limoncello as an accompaniment for the 
dessert.  Thankfully, my boss was picking up the check!

As we left, I complimented him on his service and asked his name.  It turned out he was 
Irish and was a waiter, not the owner.  I was stunned, not just that an Irishman could be so 
Italian, but that he was so effective based upon his knowledge of the restaurant’s offerings 
and his obvious interest in and enthusiasm for the food.

Discussion Points:  Discuss the story above and the things the server did right to make the 
meal memorable.  What things does your service team do that have the same effect?  Share 
stories and successes with your team so that they can learn from each other’s experiences.

Take Away:  The more your team knows about your club’s menus and the food and 
beverage offered, the better able they are to enhance members’ enjoyment of their meal.  
Their knowledge and enthusiasm can make all the difference.



Beverages. Offering beverages is the usual way to start a meal.  In addition to offering non-alcoholic 
beverages such as water, tea, lemonade, and sodas, many diners will want an alcoholic beverage, so 
make sure your service team is prepared to suggest a wine, beer, or cocktail.

Cocktails.  There are a host of creative cocktails for any taste and occasion.  The heyday of cocktails was 
in the Forties and Fifties, but these retro drinks are making a comeback.  Many times the person who 
would routinely order a Vodka and Tonic might be induced to try a refreshing Tom Collins, Sea Breeze, 
Banana Daiquiri, or other mixed drink.  Have the bartender make suggestions to your servers.  If they 
learn about a new cocktail each shift or week, in no time they’ll have a large repertoire to suggest.

Wine by the Glass.  Many diners who wouldn’t want a full bottle of wine for either cost or consumption 
reasons, will want a glass of wine.  In addition to house wines, many clubs offer upscale or premium 
wines by the glass.  Make sure servers are familiar not only with what wines are available by the glass 
but are able to entice members by knowing about the wines, where they come from, what they go with, 
their flavorings and aromas, sweetness or dryness, and reputation for quality.

Appetizers.  Appetizers are a great way to start a meal, usually taking less time to prepare, allowing 
diners to snack on something while thinking about what entrée they want, and they go well with 
cocktails or other beverages.  As servers are taking drink orders, they should suggest appetizers to go 
with them.  Another great way to sell appetizers is to offer a medley or sample of several appetizers that 
the entire table can share with their drinks.

Soups and Salads. Most clubs will offer a variety of soups and salads, with light, refreshing ones in hot 
weather and more hearty offerings in the winter.  Many diners will opt for just a soup or salad or maybe 
a soup and salad combination.  Often, if your soup, salad, and dressing offerings are creative, servers can 
interest diners in a soup or salad by creative descriptors and their wholehearted recommendation. 

Desserts.  Your club will offer a variety of desserts for those with a sweet tooth.  Like appetizers they are 
often shared.  Your service team should be prepared to tempt diners with mouthwatering descriptors, 
and they shouldn’t forget everyone’s often overlooked favorite – ice creams.

Liqueurs.  Club bars carry a wide assortment of liqueurs that make wonderful after-dinner drinks.  Many 
are world-famous for their proprietary flavorings and recipes, and have been around for decades, even 
centuries.  They are great served neat, on the rocks, or even over a scoop of vanilla ice cream.  Make a 
point of familiarizing your team with these; just make sure they pronounce the names properly.

Cognac, Brandies, Ports make great after-dinner beverages to savor over conversations.  Familiarization 
with those your club carries and a timely recommendation after dinner with coffee may seal the deal.

Espressos, Cappuccinos, Specialty Coffee Drinks.  Many clubs will  offer specialty coffees and after 
dinner drinks made with coffee.  Servers should suggest these to those diners who want to linger at the 
table in conversation.

Sparkling Wines and Champagnes.  These wines are usually associated with celebratory occasions, so 
always be aware if someone is celebrating a birthday, anniversary, or other occasion.

Take Away:  The more your team knows about the club’s food and beverages, the better 
able they will be to make dining suggestions to members and guests.
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Servers have intensive interaction with members.  There are number of things they must do to ensure 
that they engage properly and successfully:

Be Prepared.  No matter what their job is they must be prepared to meet, greet, and serve members 
professionally and efficiently.  This requires that they be prepared for each encounter.  Servers must 
know and efficiently execute all requirements of their positions and be thoroughly familiar with all food 
service techniques, as well as the food and beverages the establishment serves.

Mental Mise en Place.  Mise en place is a French phrase defined as “putting in place."  The phrase is 
used in a culinary sense to refer to organizing and arranging all ingredients that a cook will require to 
prepare menu items.  In a broader sense it can be taken to mean that all food service employees, both 
front and back of house, have done all the work necessary to be prepared to serve food.  But being 
prepared mentally is just as important as gathering all ingredients and completing all sidework.  Mental 
mise en place means that servers are familiar with all food and beverage products the club offers and 
have the right attitude and enthusiasm to deliver high levels of service to members.

Smile and Desire to Help.  A winning smile and desire to help are bedrock requirements of service.

Know the Names and Preferences of Members.  Knowing the names and preferences of members will 
further cement your relationship with them.  As the theme song for the hit sitcom Cheers says, it’s "A 
place where everybody knows your name."  

Stand Erect.  Posture and body language say a lot about employee confidence and service attitude.  
When interacting with members, they should stand confidently erect with head held high.  Providing 
quality service is something they should be proud to do.

Be Confident.  Members are not impressed by retiring, servile (submissive, subservient, fawning, 
obsequious, [look these words up in the dictionary]) people.  They'd much rather interact with confident 
and competent individuals who take professional pride in what they do.

Make and Keep Eye Contact.  Servers must make and keep eye contact while speaking with members.  
They are not impressed by shy, timid, and insecure employees.

Speak Slowly, Distinctly, and Confidently.  When speaking with members, particularly when reciting 
daily specials, servers must speak slowly, distinctly, and with confidence.  While they may refer to notes, 
they should not read them verbatim.  By spending some time rehearsing the particulars of each special, 
they can describe them confidently while making eye contact with everyone at the table.  Speaking too 
fast is a clear sign of nervousness and will often require members to ask servers to repeat what was said 
because they didn't understand.

Gauge Level of Engagement.  Servers should always take their cue from members as to how much 
engagement they want.  Servers should never presume familiarity no matter how often they've served a 
member before.

Demonstrate Knowledge and Competency.  When servers demonstrate both knowledge and 
competence in all they do, they favorably impress those with whom they interact.  This is true not only in 
the club business, but also in life.

Take Away:  How employees engage with members will determine the quality of service 
and members’ attitudes about the club and the service they receive.
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Catering can be the most lucrative food and beverage activity for a private club.  This is so because 
of the economies of scale in serving a known number of guests a specific menu at a set time.  Club 
operators with the appropriate facilities fully recognize the value of catered functions to boost 
revenues and net profit.  Savvy club members recognize that a robust catering operation subsidizes 
the club’s operation, relieving ever-escalating cost pressures, rising dues, and assessments.
Despite the many benefits of catered functions, how many managers put the necessary effort into 
this greatest of opportunities?  With a little bit of effort you can mine the vein of catering gold for 
your club.  Here are some commonsense ways to exploit catering to your club’s benefit.
 If your facilities and the opportunity are enough to justify the cost, hire a dedicated catering 

director to sell and service catered events.
 Establish a catering contract and policies to cover all aspects of the catering operation to include 

space utilization, minimums, guarantees, room charges, special service fees, room set ups, 
equipment rental fees, etc.

 In conjunction with your chef, design attractive catering menus, set pricing, and develop a 
catering sales packet.

 Develop a catering marketing plan to focus action and accountability on attracting business.
 View your catering space the same way a hotel views a room night, or an airline views a seat on a 

flight – as the most perishable product you have.  If not used on a given day or evening, the 
revenue opportunity is lost forever!

 Benchmark your catering operation in detail.  At minimum ,track your space utilization rates and 
average revenue per function for each catering venue in your club.  Break down your 
benchmarks into times with similar demand or usage such as weekday (Tues, Wed, Thurs) versus 
weekend (Fri, Sat, Sun).  Track the utilization of your most lucrative venues such as your main 
ballroom for high end functions such as weddings and holiday parties.  Compare year to year 
benchmarks to track progress and spot weaknesses.  Use previous year benchmarks to set sales 
targets for future periods.

 Aggressively court your membership to use club facilities to hold or sponsor functions for their 
businesses or trade associations and promote the club as a venue for special occasions with 
families and friends.

 Ensure your staff recognizes the importance of catering to the success of the club so that the 
many “touch points” in planning and execution are seamless, efficient  with “over the top” 
service. 

 Ensure follow up to all events to guarantee complete satisfaction and continual process 
improvement.

Bank robber Willie Sutton said he targeted banks because “that’s where the money was.”   Club 
managers need to target their catering operation for maximum use and efficiency for the same 
reason.  Don’t neglect catering gold for a lack of effort to fully “mine” the potential.

Take Away:  Having a robust catering operation requires a number of consistent disciplines.
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Like the pilot of a plane or the captain of a ship, a club manager needs to know that all systems are 
operating within desired parameters.  How will she know without detailed measures of 
performance?  The club’s monthly operating statements provide good basic information, but these 
summary numbers can mask troubling trends within the operation.  For instance, higher food 
revenues can be a result of less patronage, but each member spending more because of higher 
menu prices.  The manager is happy with the higher revenues but is blissfully ignorant of declining 
member usage.

Benchmarking is the act of measuring and analyzing operating performance, helping managers 
better understand the patterns underlying a club’s operation.  Everything in life follows patterns. 
When patterns are tracked and analyzed, they can be used to predict future operations.

Benchmarking is best accomplished by club department heads who have bottom line responsibility.  
They have an absolute need to know and understand the underlying factors that affect their 
revenues and expenses.  Each department head will need to decide what data to track.  

Most performance measures will fall into the following broad categories:
 Revenues and expenses, both aggregate and by type
 Expenses, particularly payroll
 Inventories
 Retail sales mix to determine buying patterns of members
 Incidences of specific tasks or events

Most of the raw data necessary to benchmark comes from point-of-sale (POS) reports.  Much of the 
lode of daily information gets looked at briefly by department heads or the accounting office and is 
then filed away, rarely to be seen again.  The real value of this information comes from tracking it 
over time to determine trends by day of week, week to week, month to month, and year to year.  
This makes it necessary for managers to pull the daily information from POS reports and enter it 
into spreadsheet software.

Even without sophisticated POS systems, benchmarking can still be done.  Cash registers offer a fair 
amount of data, but state-of-the-art POS systems provide the most information and the greatest 
flexibility of reports.  Despite these reports, it is still necessary to transfer daily POS data into 
electronic spreadsheets that allow archiving of data for future analysis.

Benchmarking is not complicated, but it does require organization and persistence.  It is best 
accomplished by setting up routine systems to collect, compile, analyze, and report the information 
collected.

Take Away:  The discipline of benchmarking helps track the underlying statistical trends of 
club operations, enabling managers to better understand their operation.
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Imagine a pilot of a commercial airliner in the cockpit of a plane.  At any moment of the flight from 
pre-flight preparation, take off, cruising to destination, to approach and landing, he has a host of 
dials, gauges, and indicators that keep him informed of the status of all operating systems and 
external factors affecting the plane, thereby assisting him in taking the appropriate action to assure 
the safety of plane and passengers.  

It may be argued that club operations are just as complex with thousands of details that must be 
attended to daily (though without the serious safety implications).  Yet the person with overall 
responsibility for club operations – the general manager – has limited mechanisms to gauge the 
health and vitality of the club in anything approaching real time.  In some clubs the only indicator of 
developing problems is the monthly financial statement that becomes available weeks later.  Even 
then, the summary information in the club’s operating statement provides only a limited 
assessment of performance at best.

Modern point of sale and club management software systems have come a long way in providing 
the underlying detail of the operations with “drill-down” capabilities and custom reporting, yet how 
many managers avail themselves of this trove of information or make a formal effort to analyze the 
detail in the longer term context of goals and budgets?

This brings me to reports.  A discipline of formal reporting can and does provide a means of 
monitoring specific information on a regular basis.  As such, reports are an important mechanism for 
the general manager, as well as department heads, to monitor performance in a timely and efficient 
way.  For the department head tasked with preparing the report, it is a disciplined means of 
focusing on the important details of departmental operations while creating a record of ongoing 
initiatives, progress toward goals, and departmental performance.  Once established, the discipline 
of routine periodic reports is the best way for a subordinate manager to influence the boss’s 
perceptions about his or her performance. 

For the general manager, regular reporting of key information from department heads is the best 
way to monitor departmental performance with the least investment of time.  For department 
heads, once the initial decisions about what to report and reporting formats are made, completing 
the reports will take but a few moments of time.

Discussion Points:  Discuss the benefits of reporting for both the general manager and food 
and beverage managers.

Take Away:  Formal, periodic reports are an excellent discipline for focusing on important 
operational details and creating a written record of progress and performance, while 
keeping the General Manager informed with the least amount of her valuable time.Te
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Clubs will typically create well-defined employment categories for employees to make benefit 
determinations based on the number of hours worked.  As an example, one club created the 
following definitions:

 Full time – employees who work not less than 35 hours per week on a continuous basis and 
employment is anticipated to last 11 months or more.

 Part time – employees who work less than 35 hours per week on a continuous basis and 
employment is anticipated to last 11 months or more.

 Seasonal – employees whose employment is expected to last less than 11 months regardless of 
the number of hours worked per week.

In this instance, full time positions were eligible for full benefits, the part time staff received more 
limited benefits, and the seasonal positions received no benefits.

Given the seasonality of most club operations, clubs have a need to expand and shrink their labor 
force to meet the needs of each seasonal business level.  The ability to do this in a timely manner 
will save the club significant amounts of unnecessary cost.  Further, most club managers recognize 
the benefits to member service and organizational continuity of having a stable work force.  Lastly, 
clubs should avoid full time staff layoffs as much as possible for both the cost and morale impact 
they create.  The challenge then is to balance the need for a stable staff with the cost-saving ability 
to shed excess positions when business levels warrant.

The solution to these competing needs is to establish staffing guides for each department made up 
“core” and seasonal positions.  The core positions represent those staffing needs for year-round 
minimum function and service needs and can be either full or part time depending upon the needs 
of both the club and employees.  Seasonal positions are just that – those that are added and 
reduced as business demand warrants.

Each department head, by creating a staffing guide of core and seasonal positions, determines 
optimal year-round staffing.  These core positions, then, are “protected” from seasonal adjustments 
in all but extreme situations.  Once the staffing guides are determined for each department, no new 
hires should be made for core positions without an existing vacancy or the express approval of the 
general manager.

Take Away:  Staffing guides are a discipline to ensure that year-round staffing levels are 
established to protect core requirements while controlling seasonal pay costs.
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All who work in the service business understand that operations are both people-intensive and 
detail-intensive.  It takes a lot of employees to provide the requisite levels of service and every 
aspect of service involves many details.  These two facts make detailed, ongoing training an 
absolute necessity for any successful operation.  

There are a wide variety of topics that must be taught to both managers and employees to fully 
prepare them for their jobs.  

1. Leadership Development Training for managers and supervisors – designed to foster consistent, 
club-wide leadership skills which are the driving force behind the club’s success.

2. Club Values and Culture of Service Training for all employees – designed to foster a thorough 
understanding of the club’s values and service ethic.

3. Organizational Systems Training such as Human Resource and Accounting Standards, Policies, 
and Procedures (SPPs) for managers and supervisors, as well as departmental SPPs for 
employees – all designed to teach the underlying systems that permit the enterprise to operate 
efficiently. 

4. Legal Compliance Training for managers, supervisors, and employees – designed to provide all 
required training in matters with legal implications for the club such as Equal Employment 
Opportunity, Fair Labor Standards Act, Sexual Harassment, and others.

5. Liability Abatement Training for managers, supervisors, and employees – designed to limit the 
club’s liability exposure for occupational safety and health, food sanitation, public health, and 
responsible alcoholic beverage service.

6. Departmental SPPs, Organizational Systems, Job Skills and Service Technique Training for 
employees – designed to give each employee the knowledge and skill set necessary to perform 
his job and meet standards of service.

Items 1 through 5 above should be developed by the club and provided club-wide for consistency 
sake; item 6 is specific to each department and should be developed and taught by individual 
department heads.

Take Away:  Managers tend to think that training is only necessary for line employees, but 
as the list above suggests, much of the training is required for management staff.
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The term “touch point” refers to those critical moments and events that shape and define a 
member’s impression of service and service delivery.  Also called “moments of truth,” touch points 
are defined as “a critical or decisive event on which much depends; a crucial action.”  But no matter 
what they are called, if your club is to be a service leader, it must consistently get the touch points 
right and it’s up to the club’s managers to work with employees to identify, plan for, train, and 
flawlessly execute each of these service opportunities.

Most club departments have a limited number of touch points, probably less than ten.  The food 
and beverage department has considerably more due to the intensive interaction with members 
during food service.  Regardless of number, it’s up to service teams to identify and establish 
standards for each touch point – even to go so far as scripting and rehearsing employees’ touch 
point roles.

So what are the steps in planning touch point tactics?  Here’s a basic list of requirements:

 Identify members’ needs and expectations.

 Carefully review interfaces with members and identify all touch points.

 Prioritize touch points based on service impact and impression.

 Spell out in detail the optimum manner of executing each touch point.

 Script, train, and rehearse to consistently execute touch points.

 Revise and refine touch point execution based on employee feedback.

Points of caution:

 Avoid robot-like, lockstep execution.  You must be comfortable enough in your service role to 
improvise according to the dictates of the moment and situation.  Everything you do must be 
comfortable and personal – that’s why employee empowerment is so important and powerful.

 Managers must encourage and act upon feedback from employees.  The people who have direct 
service contact with members are in the best position to determine what works and what 
doesn’t.

Discussion Points:  Examine your service contacts with members to identify touch points.  
Then work with your supervisor and service team to determine the optimum approach(es) 
for service and service delivery.  Continue to evaluate these important events to fine tune 
them as you gain more experience.  Share experiences among your team to learn from the 
experience of others.

Take Away:  Managers and employees must identify touch points and focus on consistent 
and appropriate service delivery at these critical moments.
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None but a few creatures of inviolable habit like the “same ol’, same ol’,” yet that’s what many 
clubs serve up month after month, year in and year out.  Why not try a different approach that will 
“wow” your members?  Make “wow factors” a part of your club’s traditions.  

What is a “wow factor”?  It’s anything, usually unexpected, that causes members to say or think, 
“Wow, that’s really neat!” or “Wow, I didn’t expect that!” or “Wow, that’s impressive!”

Wow factors are characterized by their unexpectedness and as such any wow factor should not 
become part of the club routine.  They are executed for one-time or short-term effect.  They are 
also characterized by being unusual – either cutting edge or just out-of-the-ordinary.  They can be 
extravagant and expensive, but these should be few and far between.  Most wow factors should be 
small scale, inexpensive, and momentary, that is, of short duration as in one day, one evening, or 
one event.

The key to making wow factors is to challenge club employees to come up with a specified number 
of wow factor ideas for their areas of the operation – say 10 new ideas for the coming busy season.  
Each idea should be briefly described on paper – what it is, how it will be done, what items need to 
be purchased, any talent that needs to be contracted, any associated labor cost, and an overall 
estimated cost.  Then all department heads should meet with the General Manager in a 
brainstorming session to discuss, settle on, and schedule the roll out of each wow factor.

Here are a handful of ideas to give you a sense of the program:

 Complimentary mini-trio sampler of desserts or appetizers for all diners on a given night – this is 
also an excellent way to test, preview, or market new menu items.

 Free soft-serve ice cream or smoothies for the kids (of all ages) at the pool on a hot summer day.  
An alternative would be to arrange for the local ice cream truck to pull up in front of the pool 
with music playing.  Everyone gets their specialty ice cream treat and the club pays the bill.

 Flowers for all the ladies dining on some non-special night just for the surprise effect.  Google 
search “special days” for calendars of unusual celebrations and holidays.

 A giveaway of a sleeve of golf balls to each golfer on a busy Saturday morning; handed out by the 
Head Golf Professional on the first tee for maximum effect.

 Free mini-pizzas in the lounge on an unexpected evening.

 A themed ice carving for a ladies’ luncheon.

 Complimentary and unusual hors d’oeuvres for the weekly card game in the men’s lounge.

 Face painting or a clown or a balloon artist at the next children’s event.

 Complimentary wine for no special reason.  A great way to clear out dead stock or showcase new 
wines.

Take Away:  Keep the club fresh and interesting for members with wow factors.  Brainstorm 
with your work team for wow factor ideas.
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